INTRODUCTION
MATHER and Hayman (Mather, 1949; Hayman, , 1954 Hayman, , 1958 have developed a system for the analysis of gene action in characters of continuous variation. This analysis compares the means and variances of the measurements of the characters in generations derived by crossing two inbred lines, to yield estimates of additive, dominance and dual epistasis gene effects in seif-fertilising organisms: a somewhat less complete set of formul is available for organisms in which only sib-mating can be achieved. For these methods, as has been pointed out by Mather (i), the choice of an appropriate scale is all important; and he has suggested scaling tests designed to minimise the effects of genic and genotype-environment interactions.
In the opinion of the present authors, non-additive gene effects are most likely to be found in naturally out-breeding organisms, and for the estimation of these effects a scale tending to minimise them is not ideal. This paper therefore attempts to extend as far as possible the Mather-Hayman analysis, to give estimates of non-additive gene effects for a sib-mating system; for the purposes of comparison to base these and those already calculated by Mather and Hayman for selfing on the same generation mean; and to reconsider the possible methods of scaling that may be used for these analyses.
CHOICE OF SCALE
Mather (r) pointed out that all methods of analysis of gene action in continuously varying characters depend primarily on the choice of scale on which the measurements are to be based. Ideally the scale should represent the mode of action of the genes.
Kempthorne (Anderson and Kempthorne, 1954; considers the use of transformed and untransformed data, but seems prepared to treat as an interaction any gene effect which is not simply additive on the untransformed scale. Where genes may be having, in some -degree, a proportional effect, this will clearly have the effect of contributing to epistasis an interaction which is not normally considered as genic.
Mather, on the other hand, chooses a scale to satisfy certain 553 
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CHOICE OF SCALE
Mather, on the other hand, chooses a scale to satisfy certain 553 criteria which only hold in the absence of epistasis, on the ground that, if one can scale the data to fit a simple no-interaction model, this is the scale and model one should use. This provides minimal estimates of the epistasis present, and the accuracy and predictive value of the additive and dominance estimates will depend on the amount of the epistasis present that is accounted for by these minimal estimates.
Of the various other methods of testing the usefulness or applicability of an arbitrarily chosen scale that have been proposed (Sewall Wright, testing for normality as opposed to skewness of the distribution of the character in the F1 population is probably the most satisfactory.
All these methods depend on making a reasonable choice of the scales to be tested. For out-breeding organisms there exists the possibility of obtaining the scale from a limited portion of the data, and, at the same time, overcoming the disadvantage that the data is effectively divided into two populations according to sex. Butler (1952) proposed that there exist three reasonable hypotheses to explain the differential between male and female measurement of a character, in his case body weight of mice at 6o days.
(a) The genes associated with maleness may enhance the effect of the genes controlling the metric trait.
(b) The sex-determining genes may have a pleiotropic effect on the metric trait, independently of other genes affecting it.
(c) The genes affecting the metric trait may be sex-linked. If the regression of sex differential on measurement in the female were plotted over a variety of populations of different mean values, such as the various generations derived from the crossing of two inbred lines, one would expect on possibilities (b) and (c) to obtain either a linear regression or no significant regression at all. On possibility (a), however, one would expect to find a consistent departure from linearity according to the degree of departure from additivity of the genes affecting the metric trait. (This conclusion differs from that of Butler (bc. cit.) who expects to find no significant regression if the genes are acting additively, regardless of which hypothesis is accepted.) It cannot be decided from the data published by Butler whether curvilinear regression would have given a markedly better fit than the linear regression he obtains, but the positions of the points on the regression graph do not appear to fall naturally on the straight line drawn.
If then, experimentally a curvilinear regression is obtained, the consistency of the points of the regression with the curve drawn i evidence in favour of hypothesis (a), and the scale required is that which will convert the regression to simple linearity. This can indicate the suitability of a log or power series, or if the regression obtained shows significant values of the 2nd power, but non-significant ones for higher powers, the best transformation can be obtained directly, as follows:-554 J. R. MORTON AND P. O'DONALD criteria which only hold in the absence of epistasis, on the ground that, if one can scale the data to fit a simple no-interaction model, this is the scale and model one should use. This provides minimal estimates of the epistasis present, and the accuracy and predictive value of the additive and dominance estimates will depend on the amount of the epistasis present that is accounted for by these minimal estimates.
Of the various other methods of testing the usefulness or applicability of an arbitrarily chosen scale that have been proposed (Sewall Wright, I9), testing for normality as opposed to skewness of the distribution of the character in the F1 population is probably the most satisfactory.
If then, experimentally a curvilinear regression is obtained, the consistency of the points of the regression with the curve drawn i evidence in favour of hypothesis (a), and the scale required is that which will convert the regression to simple linearity. This can indicate the suitability of a log or power series, or if the regression obtained shows significant values of the 2nd power, but non-significant ones for higher powers, the best transformation can be obtained directly, as follows:-We require that the transformed sex differential (y') be related to the transformed female value (y) in the form, = where and fi are constants. If it can be satisfactorily expressed in the form, x' = A-l-Bx+Cx2, where x' and x are the respective untransformed values, and A, B and C are the determined coefficients of the terms x°, x1 and x2 in the multiple regression, then the transformation required is,y = x+a2x2, where a2 is to be determined.
Practically it is preferable that the same transformation be applied to the values of both sexes, so that = x'+a2x'(2x+x'), a2 is determined by putting the coefficient ofy2 equal to zero, so
If both roots of this equation are real, the one giving the smaller of the coefficients of the terms of the 3rd order can be chosen. Hayman (1958) has shown that in the presence of dual epistasis there are no longer unique estimates of additive and dominance effects, but that these estimates depend upon the mean chosen from which these effects deviate. In this and a later paper (1960) he considers that there is no mathematical or genetical basis to favour one choice over any other. He himself uses the F2 generation mean as that which produces the least confounding of effects in variance analysis. In the later account he works an example using various different means to show that these lead to very different estimates of the relative importance of the different effects, which leads him to propose the hierarchical system of estimating them. The difference of the estimates is to be expected, since the definition of the mean also defines the meaning of the terms dominance, additive xadditive epistasis etc.
CHOICE OF MEAN OF ORIGIN
Van der Veen (is) has described the mathematical relationships between the terms as defined by each of the means of origin. There is perhaps some advantage in choosing a mean so that these terms shall indicate as nearly as possible their usual meanings when used with reference to a single pair of loci. This means that one must ascribe only additive and additive interaction terms to homozygotes and only dominance and dominance interaction terms to heterozygotes, as
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If both roots of this equation are real, the one giving the smaller of the coefficients of the terms of the 3rd order can be chosen.
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Hayman (x 958) has shown that in the presence of dual epistasis there are no longer unique estimates of additive and dominance effects, but that these estimates depend upon the mean chosen from which these effects deviate. In this and a later paper (1960) he considers that there is no mathematical or genetical basis to favour one choice over any other. He himself uses the F2 generation mean as that which produces the least confounding of effects in variance analysis. In the later account he works an example using various different means to show that these lead to very different estimates of the relative importance of the different effects, which leads him to propose the hierarchical system of estimating them. The difference of the estimates is to be expected, since the definition of the mean also defines the meaning of the terms dominance, additive x additive epistasis etc. Van der Veen (i99) has described the mathematical relationships between the terms as defined by each of the means of origin. There is perhaps some advantage in choosing a mean so that these terms shall indicate as nearly as possible their usual meanings when used with reference to a single pair of loci. This means that one must ascribe only additive and additive interaction terms to homozygotes and only dominance and dominance interaction terms to heterozygotes, as specified in general by Robson (1960) . The result, for two pairs of alleles in diploid organisms, using the symbols of , is shown in table ,.
Clearly this is an extension of the midparent as the overall mean as originally used by Mather although the midparent mean must here be corrected to remove the " i " or additive x additive interaction component. The generation whose theoretical mean value coincides with the mean used here is that which would be obtained after infinite inbreeding without change of gene frequency or linkage. This has therefore been termed by van der Veen the Fcc-metric. It is also the system mentioned by Hayman (1958) 
where the effects are defined against a background population in which the frequency of each homozygote is and that of the heterozygotes o. Alternatively, the mean is defined by the regression of effect on genotype, weighting homozygotes equally and heterozygotes by zero. Hayman points out that this form has the advantage that the mean for each successive selfed generation is found by halving the coefficient of the dominance deviation. This is a result of ascribing dominance effects only to heterozygotes.
FORMULi'E
Below are given the expectations of the means and some variances for the generations that may be derived from the crossing of two inbred lines, for both selfing and sib-mating systems, based on the Fcc-metric. Most of the expressions for the selfing system have already been published in a somewhat different form (e.g. Jinks and
Jones , 1958; Hayman, 1958; van der Veen, 1959) but they are repeated here for the sake of completeness and for comparison with the respective terms for sib-mating. Throughout the effects of linkage, dispersion and interactions between more than two loci are ignored. The symbols used are the same as have been used in previous papers on the topic (e.g. Hayman, 1958) with the following exceptions. In the same way that the term F is used of the generation resulting from the (n-i)th selfing, the term S is used for that generation resulting from the (n-i)th sib-mating. specified in general by Robson (1960) . The result, for two pairs of alleles in diploid organisms, using the symbols of , is shown in table ,.
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Hence using the minimum number of generations the effects are 
Hence using the minimum number of generations the effects are = {+B'-(BS1)S1 -(B'S1)S1}_('1_2) f = 4{B-B'-(BS1)S1+(B'S1)S1} _____ I = 8{F -F2 -2B -2B'+2 (BS1) S1+2 (B'S1) S1}
II Variances
Considering each locus q and its interactions with locus r, and summing the terms appropriately,
These expressions only strictly apply when each F÷1 or S÷ individual has a different F2 or 2 ancestor, so that for the usual form of experiment in which a small section of each generation is used to produce the subsequent one, they will become progressively less applicable. In an attempt to overcome this difficulty, certain other variances were calculated including the extension of the generalised VtSk to include epistatic terms, but the confounding of terms on this metric, especially in the sib-mating system, made the resultant expressions useless.
SUMMARY
i. The paper sets out to extend the use of the Mather-Hayman system of separation of gene effects in crosses of inbred lines to normally outbreeding organisms. 2. The problem of scaling is considered and an alternative method is suggested for use when the organism shows a sex differential in the trait measured.
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